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JVD Films & JVD Studios  are a celebrated
name in the domain of creating high-
quality, engaging and professional
CONTENT. 

We have a proven track record of
successfully delivering creative and unique
content to celebrated broadcasters and
Production houses which have effectively
been able to catch the attention of the
audience in the right way.

 

ABOUT US



Devoted to powerful storytelling, we believe in Excellence , hence we believe in adding our inputs as a
secret recipe to deliver your dreams. 

Our creative team is comprised of writers, directors, production team, post production team, animators,
and technical artists that all contribute to the execution of our ideas. 

Our team is constantly developing new worlds, characters, and storylines in order to bring these ideas to
life. JVD Studios has delivered innovative short films , ad films, television series , Web series and Features
that encourage us all to imagine something different.

Striving for the highest quality animation and the best storytelling imaginable, We are a diverse
community of filmmakers, animators, designers, artists, innovators, technologists and executives who
stay at the top of their field by taking risks and pushing beyond the limits in every aspect of their work, all
thriving in a collaborative creative haven.
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DIMPLE DUGAR
CEO & FOUNDER

Dimple Dugar, a soft-spoken empowered woman, who wrote her success story as
immaculately as she writes her scripts and directs her stories. She’s a dreamer,
achiever, ambitious all together a passionate writer-director-producer  that’s
Dimple Dugar for you. Equipped with the knowledge and craft of filmmaking,
sensibilities and business acumen of creating and executing unique stories for
Television, digital and OTT with Over 14 years of experience in the Media industry.

 She is a Mumbai based Entrepreneur and Founding CEO of JVD Films, JVD Studios  
and The Pixellence Studios, one of the most sought after VFX and animation
studios in Bollywood and Television industry in a span of just 6 years. She also
shares her name credit as a VFX creative Director For many Bollywood Web Series
and Films.

Formerly, she was also the Creative Director leading Content | Production for
Brand solutions and Convergence, Network18, as a consultant. 
 

MEET THE TEAM
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NARESH MALIK
ADVISOR

A veteran in the entertainment and post-production industry, Mr. Malik is a
distinguished individual with over 20 years of experience in working with
eminent brands such as Reliance, Prime Focus, Pixion, and Ideal System Asia
Pacific. His extensive experience and unparalleled expertise come from
leading the lucrative function of Global Sales, Production, and Transmission
for the Film and Broadcast Industry for over two decades. 

He has pioneered over 100 feature films and television shows as the
President of Media and Entertainment Business at Reliance, from 2010 to
2015, in the US, UK, and India. He has also structured and negotiated
multiple content deals with noteworthy OTT platforms such as Netflix and
Amazon Prime. Moreover, he has also been actively involved in the
acquisition of international content for HBOMax and Cinedigm and
successfully finished principal photography for a Kannada film in September
2020. Mr. Malik is also the Board Member and Global Strategy Head for
FICTO, a digital streaming platform in the US. 

MEET THE TEAM
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LALIT BHATNAGAR
PARTNER

A seasoned professional with over 17 years of entrepreneurial experience
in the entertainment and service industry. Mr. Bhatnagar’s impressive
background in entertainment and international talent booking has
enabled him to successfully integrate and utilize his skills and leverage
global relationships in the content business. As an international
consultant, he has guided several American companies for
comprehensive live tour projects for the Asian market. He has also owned
and successfully operated several restaurants and a fresh food
manufacturing factory with a supply chain to over 150 restaurants in
Mumbai, India, for over a decade. 

After moving to the US in 2016, he worked as a consultant for the Indian
market for an investment firm based out of Illinois till 2018. With
experience in sourcing major international talents for Asian countries for
over a decade and Indian talent for the US and other western markets, he
is currently working as the Business Development Officer for a capital
lending group dealing with debt and equity funding in LA, USA and is also
a partner in a production house based out of USA.

MEET THE TEAM
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OUR CLIENTS 
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What will they use it
for?
Presentations are tools that
can be used as lectures.

Does it solve their
problem?
Presentations are tools that
can be used as lectures.
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Branding | Idents

Packaging

Motion Graphics

Concept Art

What will they use it
for?
Presentations are tools that
can be used as lectures.

Script Writing

End to End Production

Short Films

Live plus Animation

Our Services
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AWARDS
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LIVE 



VFX | Bollywood | Web Series

Super 30 | Dabang 3 |  Kabir Singh | Chapak |Sky is Pink
| Chichore | Flesh etc

https://youtu.be/QmR6ssouPks

2D | 3D | Motion GFX | work 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M7tC77Pv6PhsADtBe
cvKG64zcG_v_fnz/view?usp=sharing.

The Pixellence Studios | Showreel 2017

https://youtu.be/wibgHwvfDNU
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The Pixellence Studios | Packaging and
Motion Graphics Showreel 2018

https://youtu.be/WDcDVMV5Lg4
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SHOWS



VFX FILMS

*IN CAPACITY IF OUTSOURCE VFX VENDOR



Corona Warrirors with Kareena Kapoor

https://www.news18.com/corona-warriors/

9 epsiode series 



VOOT 9 months season 5 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRhacM
PkRVUxe8p3pOQgndvA70LC7c3q/view

 

9 Episode Series
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JVD Films 

VOOT 9 months season 4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BKcsd36sZSs

9 Episode Series



Flipkart India's Fashion Capital Season 2

https://vimeo.com/401679743
https://vimeo.com/401679814
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       ICICI Rakshabandhan Film 10

ICICI Karvachauth Film

POST PRODUCTION SHORT FILMS 
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VFX SHOWS
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VFX SHOWS
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VFX SHOWS
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VFX SHOWS
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VFX SHOWS
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VFX SHOWS
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VFX SHOWS



GOQII

https://vimeo.com/401682355
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GOQII - Live Plus Animation

https://vimeo.com/401682396

ANIMATION 



Cartoon Network

Independence Day - Boredom se Freedom
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=1518819834969253&extid=CDtYVyvXzt8zyGET
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Cartoon Network

Oggy Specials
https://www.facebook.com/170368282
973321/videos/1217542955256041

ANIMATION 



Nickelodeon

Snowman Promo
https://vimeo.com/382376677
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Pogo

Happy Teacher's Day
https://fb.watch/1fP3XuOsXQ/

ANIMATION 



One India Bulls TVC Live+3D

https://youtu.be/LVK2IgfUUXk
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Excuse Me - Animated series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3DNyvOfrIIU&t=28s

ANIMATION 



IBM Series

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14YJJyOqNlCO
K0HxkGvh_URnv9LL5zg0N/view
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IBM Series

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_vKKa
1pThiFnVGCThi12ewrrQ8cf3FKH/view

ANIMATION 



Nick India New Year

https://youtu.be/GmW5Lmo0-l0
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Cartoon Network Chasemas 

https://www.facebook.com/CartoonNe
twork.India/videos/840940859812029/

ANIMATION 

https://youtu.be/GmW5Lmo0-l0
https://www.facebook.com/CartoonNetwork.India/videos/840940859812029/


Cartoon Network Ki Trending Diwali

https://fb.watch/5zxth_TgAG/
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Cartoon Network Chasemas 

https://www.facebook.com/CartoonNe
twork.India/videos/840940859812029/

ANIMATION 

https://youtu.be/GmW5Lmo0-l0
https://youtu.be/GmW5Lmo0-l0
https://www.facebook.com/CartoonNetwork.India/videos/840940859812029/


Call

9220000111 | 7300002000

Website

www.jvdstudios.com

Email

info@jvdstudios.com
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CONTACT US 

@


